


Lights dimmed, eyes closed, echoing cheers in the distance as the heartbeat of the drum begins pounding. The notes float overhead like the approach of a storm, intensity 
rising. With a hard strum, stomping foot and powerful thrust, the show begins. As the stage lights come to life, that long lost feeling of the singer/songwriter rock funda-
mental has been reborn.

With the influence and range of Axl Rose, Steven Tyler and Jon Bon Jovi, accompanied by the depth and soul of the likes of Leonard Cohen, Kurt Cobain and Chris Cor-
nell, JESSE JACK brings the live vocal talent sorely missed with the chops to knock you off your seat. That combined with a powerful stage presence, will have you 
coming back for more.  Having fronted several rock bands, JESSE JACK is no stranger to the studio and stage. Most recently fronting Toronto based rock band HEAV-
ENS FIRE. The band grew in notoriety leading to the release of a full length album “Judgement Day AD” recorded by Michael Jack at Phase One Studios along with a 
corresponding music video for the lead single “Screamin”. The eventual dissolution of the band allowed JESSE JACK to focus on his solo project. JESSE JACK Volume 
I, a self released EP in late 2014, garnered some industry attention leading to the introduction of Nashville based producer Michael Lattanzi.

Work on the new album began with the first single “Thinking of You” (recorded by Mark Zubek at Zedd Records in Toronto). With the release of a new music video, the 
single was garnering attention. It was placed in regular rotation on 74 terrestrial and internet radio stations worldwide. With the success of the first single, JESSE JACK 
went into studio at Lattitude Studio South in Nashville to complete the remainder of the brand new album. Engineered and Mixed by Michael Lattanzi (Jewel, Amanda 
Marshall, Robbie Williams), the album launched on April 30th, 2017. The album features Dave Mustaine (Megadeth) and Chris Nix (Chuck Wicks) on guitar, Ricki Phil-
lips (Styx) and John Marcus (lips (Styx) and John Marcus (Tim McGraw) on bass and Tommy Harden (Reba) on drums. 

JESSE JACK continues rocking the stage as a solo performer and with his original project the JESSE JACK Band.
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